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Abstract

Although physicians learn about new medical technologies from their peers, the magnitude

and source of peer influence is unknown. We estimate the effect of peer adoption of three

first-in-class medications (dabigatran, sitigliptin, and aliskiren) on physicians’ own adoption

of those medications. We included 11,958 physicians in Pennsylvania prescribing anticoag-

ulant, antidiabetic, and antihypertensive medications. We constructed 4 types of peer net-

works based on shared Medicare and Medicaid patients, medical group affiliation, hospital

affiliation, and medical school/residency training. Instrumental variables analysis was used

to estimate the causal effect of peer adoption (fraction of peers in each network adopting the

new drug) on physician adoption (prescribing at least the median number prescriptions

within 15 months of the new drug’s introduction). We illustrate how physician network posi-

tion can inform targeting of interventions to physicians by computing a social multiplier.

Dabigatran was adopted by 25.2%, sitagliptin by 24.5% and aliskiren by 8.3% of physicians.

A 10-percentage point increase in peer adoption in the patient-sharing network led to a

5.90% (SE = 1.50%, p<0.001) increase in physician adoption of dabigatran, 8.32% (SE =

1.51%, p<0.001) increase in sitagliptin, and 7.84% increase in aliskiren adoption (SE =

2.93%, p<0.001). Peer effects through shared hospital affiliation were positive but not signif-

icant, and medical group and training network effects were not reliably estimated. Physi-

cians in the top decile of patient-sharing network peers were estimated to have nearly 2-fold
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stronger influence on their peers’ adoption compared to physicians in the top decile of pre-

scribing volume. Limitations include lack of detailed clinical information and pharmaceutical

promotion, variables which may influence physician adoption but which are unlikely to bias

our peer effect estimates. Peer adoption, especially by those with whom physicians share

patients, strongly influenced physician adoption of new drugs. Our study shows the potential

for using information on physician peer networks to improve technology diffusion.

Introduction

Diffusion of technology in US healthcare, while influenced partly by payer policies regarding

coverage and reimbursement, is to a large extent driven by the individual decisions of practic-

ing physicians. The relative absence of centralized technology assessment in the US reflects the

importance of physician autonomy, allows for flexible responses to rapidly changing evidence,

and creates opportunities to tailor decisions to individual patients. However, it comes at the

cost of wide geographic variation,[1, 2] excess spending, and sluggish translation of evidence

into practice.[3, 4] Recognizing that no US regions provide uniformly better care, an Institute

of Medicine report recommended that efforts to achieve high-value healthcare target the loci

of decision-making–hospitals, physician groups, and individual providers[5]. Yet the scale of

changing provider behavior at the individual-level is daunting.

To make the most efficient use of resources for educating the workforce,[6–8] providers

may be viewed as embedded in social systems.[9–11] While it is known that physicians

learn from each other, the magnitude of peer influence is poorly understood and is a largely

untapped resource. The tools of social network analysis can be used to map the connections

among providers, and identify those playing a central role among their peers.[12] The extant

studies applying social network methods to technology diffusion among physicians,[11, 13–

22] have been limited to uptake of a single technology, and small physician samples.[16, 21, 23,

24] Prior studies have relied primarily on physicians’ self-reported information on peer con-

nections—information that, while informative, would be cost-prohibitive to collect on a large

scale.

We take advantage of increasingly large and detailed healthcare databases to examine the

value of harnessing social network information to drive physician adoption of evidence-based

technologies. First, we constructed peer networks among nearly 12,000 physicians drawing on

multiple sources of information to form peer networks based on shared patients, practice set-

tings, and training. Second, we estimated the magnitude of peer influence on technology adop-

tion using as natural experiments the introductions of three new prescription drugs varying in

novelty, clinical indication, number of competitors, and the specialties of physicians prescrib-

ing them. Third, we illustrate how simple information on physicians’ positions in their peer

networks can be used to target interventions to change physician behavior.

Methods

Study setting and data sources

Our study setting was Pennsylvania, the 5th largest US state, the population of which mirrors

national averages in socio-demographic characteristics and on measures of health care utiliza-

tion.[25] The study period during which the three drugs of interest were introduced and over

which we measured their adoption was 2007–2011. We obtained 5 data sources all of which
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contained and were linked by National Provider Identifier (NPI). First, physician-level pre-

scribing data were obtained from QuintilesIMS’s Xponent™ database which directly captures

>70% of all US prescriptions and uses a projection method to represent all retail prescriptions

filled. Second, from the American Medical Association (AMA) Masterfile we obtained infor-

mation on physician characteristics including demographics (age, sex), and training (e.g.,

medical school, graduation year). Third, we obtained information on physician’s organiza-

tional affiliations from QuintilesIMS’s Healthcare Organizational Services (HCOS™) database

which captures provider affiliations with >29,000 US practices, clinics, and hospitals. Fourth,

we obtained administrative claims data on all (fee-for-service and managed care) enrollees in

PA Medicaid from the PA Department of Human Services. Fifth, Medicare data for all fee-for-

service enrollees with Part D pharmacy benefits were obtained from the Centers for Medicare

and Medicaid Services (CMS). Medicaid and Medicare cover approximately 1/3 of Pennsylva-

nians.[26]

New medications of interest

We measured physician adoption of dabigatran (an oral anticoagulant initially approved to

treat atrial fibrillation on 10/19/2010), sitagliptin (an oral dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitor

approved to treat diabetes on 10/16/2006), and aliskiren (an oral direct renin inhibitor

approved to treat hypertension on 3/05/2007) (S1 Supporting Information). All three medica-

tions were first-in-class, with a novel mechanism of action, although they varied in the extent

to which they were viewed as superior within the broader therapeutic class,[27–30] the relevant

patient populations, and the availability of substitutes.

Physician cohorts

We constructed three cohorts of physicians applying 4 broad inclusion criteria. We required

physicians to: a) prescribe medications in one or more drug classes of interest (oral anticoagu-

lant, antidiabetic or antihypertensive medications) during the study period (Parts a-c of S1

Table); b) have an AMA Masterfile record and a Pennsylvania practice address; c) have a

record in HCOS database; and d) demonstrate some minimal prescribing in the therapeutic

class in the first 15 months after the new drug was introduced (minimal defined as�1 pre-

scription/quarter) (S1–S3 Figs for cohort construction).

Peer network construction

Physicians form relationships with peers whom they meet during training, and in office- and

hospital-based practice settings, and form referral and information networks with peers both

within and outside of their own health systems.[11, 14, 15, 31–35] To capture these rich, and

potentially overlapping peer networks we formed 4 types of physician social networks illus-

trated in Fig 1. We used the network analysis library Igraph in python[36] to construct the net-

works, and measure network characteristics. Network construction is briefly summarized here

with additional information provided in S1 Supporting Information.

First, we constructed patient-sharing networks (P) (depicted by black lines in Fig 1) using a

previously published approach developed using patient-sharing in Medicare data.[37–39] Bar-

nett and colleagues used self-reported connections to validate claims-based connections,

reporting that two physicians billing Medicare for at least 9–10 patients in common during the

same year were highly likely to self-report having a relationship based on referrals and/or

advice.[37] We extend prior studies using data from a single payer to construct physician net-

works[40–43] by combining Medicare and Medicaid claims for unique patients to form the

patient-sharing network. Second, we constructed a medical group network (G) using data from
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HCOS. We identified as medical group peers all physicians in the prescribing cohort with

whom a physician shared a medical group or clinic affiliation. Third, a hospital network (H)

was constructed similarly using data from HCOS on shared hospital affiliation (e.g., attending

or admitting); we include in the hospital network all physicians in the cohort with a shared

hospital affiliation. Last, a training network (T) was constructed using AMA Masterfile data on

institutions attended and dates of graduation. Two physicians were connected if they attended

the same medical school or the same residency program within +/-1 year of each other.

Measuring adoption

We defined adoption as writing at least the median number of prescriptions among physi-

cians prescribing the new drug at least once in its first 15 months on the market. The

Fig 1. Illustration of physician peer networks. The figure shows the affiliation networks of a typical physician in our

study cohorts (bottom left). Within the cohort of physicians prescribing the drug class of interest, she is connected to

peers (shown in pink) with whom she attended the same medical school (one year +/-) or with whom she completed

the same residency program (one year +/-). She is connected to peers (shown in yellow) through the medical group

where she has an outpatient practice and to peers (shown in blue) through the hospital where she admits patients. In

addition, she shares Medicare and Medicaid patients with several physicians. The patient-sharing network is

represented by the lines in the figure; line thickness corresponds to the number of patients shared between physicians.

Connections shown in orange are affiliated with the physician in this illustration through shared training institution

and medical group. Connections shown in green share a medical group and hospital affiliation in common with the

physician. Connections shown in purple only have shared patients with the physician.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0204826.g001
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medians were 7, 13, and 7 prescriptions for dabigatran, sitagliptin, and aliskiren, respectively.

We tested the robustness of our findings to alternative specifications of the adoption measure

(e.g., > = 1, > = 15) (S12 Table).

Peer adoption in each network was the key independent variable in our analysis and was

measured as the fraction of a physician’s peers who adopted the new drug (i.e., who had at

least the median number of prescriptions in the first 15 months the new drug was on the mar-

ket). This peer adoption measure (the “peer adoption rate”) was computed in each of the four

networks separately as we hypothesized each to have a distinct influence. Hence, there are

four separate adoption variables among peers in the: (1) patient-sharing network, (2) medical

group network, (3) hospital network, and (4) training network. Peers in the training, medical

group and hospital networks were assumed to have equal influence, while peers in the patient-

sharing network were weighted based on the number of patients shared (i.e., a weighted aver-

age was used to compute the adoption rate in the patient-sharing network) (S1 Supporting

Information).

Statistical analyses

We fit both linear probability models and logistic regression models to estimate the influence

of these peer adoption rates and other factors, on the individual adoption outcome for each

physician. Comparing the estimated outcomes obtained from linear and logistic models, we

found that the mean and median differences of the estimated values were�0.1% and the first

and third quartiles of the difference were within 3%. Accordingly, and to allow us to easily

implement instrumental variables methods, we used linear probability models specified as fol-

lows:

yi ¼ b0 þ x0ib1 þ gP�yPi þ gG�yGi þ gH�yHi þ gT�yTi þ lP�cPi þ lG�cGi þ lH�cHi þ lT�cTi

þdP�vPi þ dG�vGi þ dH�vHi þ dT�vTi þ εi

where yi is the binary indicator of adoption. Covariates included: characteristics of the individ-

ual physician (xi) such as demographics, training, specialty, prescribing volume, and location;

the age distribution and payer mix of the physician’s patients filling prescriptions (also

included in xi); and the four variables for peer adoption rates in each network (�yPi to �yTi)–the

coefficients on these variables being key estimates of interest (S1 Supporting Information for

additional details). We checked the overlap in connections among these 4 networks and deter-

mined that it was low (<20%) allowing us to estimate the effect of all 4 simultaneously in the

same model.

The estimation of peer effects with observational data has many challenges.[44–46] The

most basic problem is that each physician influences her peers just as they influence her

(simultaneity). In addition, physicians may choose peers who are similar to them (homophily),

and there may be other, unobserved factors that are common among groups of peers. To

address these sources of bias we use an instrumental variables approach to estimation that is

common in the econometric literature on peer effects.[47] A set of exogenous characteristics

of peers, such as their sex, age, and location, serve as “instruments” which predict peer adop-

tion rates in the absence of confounding factors. Estimation proceeds via two-stage least

squares. In the first stage, the means of exogenous peer characteristics were used to predict the

adoption rates in each peer network (S1 Supporting Information). In the second stage, the pre-

dicted adoption rates were then used in place of the observed adoption rates to estimate our

main model.

This approach yields consistent estimates as long as peer characteristics meet two criteria.

First, they must have no direct influence on an individual’s adoption outcome and must not be
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correlated with unobserved confounders. For example, the proportion of peers who are female

should not directly affect whether a physician adopts the drug, net of the adoption rate among

those peers. By contrast, we believe the proportion of peers who are relevant specialists or

high-volume prescribers may have a direct influence on physician adoption. For example, a

primary care physician may be less likely to adopt a new drug if he can easily refer complex

patients to specialists in the same hospital. Hence, neither the specialty mix nor the prescribing

volume of peers are used as instruments. Instead, we include eight variables for the propor-

tions of peers in each network who are relevant specialists (�cPi to �cTi) or are high-volume pre-

scribers (�vPi to �vTi) in the main model. The assumption that the other peer characteristics are

valid instruments can be partially assessed,[48] and this assessment is presented in detail in the

S1 Supporting Information. Overall the results indicate that our instruments are not correlated

with unobserved confounders: the null hypothesis of no confounding is not rejected for two

out of the three drugs (p = 0.213 for sitagliptin, p = 0.500 for sitagliptin). The diagnostic testing

for dabigatran suggests that unmeasured confounding could be an issue (p = 0.031), but given

that a rejection of the null can also occur as a consequence of functional misspecification (e.g.,

variable definitions, presence or absence of interactions, etc.), and because there is no known

reason why this drug would be different from the others, we maintain dabigatran in the pres-

ent analysis.

Second, the means of peer characteristics must be sufficiently predictive of the peer adop-

tion rates. We assessed this with two sets of tests for weak instruments commonly used in the

literature.[49] For all three drugs the peer characteristics were sufficiently predictive in the

patient-sharing and hospital networks, with first-stage F-statistics above 10, but not in the

medical group and training networks. We then tested whether the instruments were suffi-

ciently predictive for the patient-sharing and hospital networks jointly, using the minimum

eigenvalue statistic, which confirmed that the instruments have sufficient power in these two

networks (S8 Table). As a consequence of this assessment, we consider the estimated peer

effects in the patient-sharing and hospital networks to be statistically reliable, but not those in

the medical group or training networks.

After quantifying the magnitude of peer influence in each network, we used our estimates

to compute an aggregate “social multiplier” on adoption[50] (S1 Supporting Information).

Conceptually, the social multiplier represents the number of other physicians expected to

adopt a new drug following adoption by a given individual physician. This reflects both the

direct influence a physician has on her own peers as well as her indirect influences on others

throughout the network. The formula for the social multiplier in the patient-sharing network,

our focal network, is as follows:

gP

X

j6¼i

wji þ g2

P

X

j6¼i

X

k6¼j

wjiwkj þ g3

P

X

j6¼i

X

k6¼j

X

l 6¼k

wjiwkjwlk þ � � �

where wji is the weight on the link between physicians j and i based on the number of shared

patients, and γP is the coefficient on the peer adoption rate from the linear probability model

of adoption. The social multiplier is an eigenvector centrality equivalent to a type of Bonacich

power centrality[51] in a weighted, directed graph, where γP serves as the attenuation parame-

ter. We calculated the social multiplier for each physician in the network, and then used this to

conduct a simulation using the patient-sharing network and adoption of dabigatran to illus-

trate. Imagine a health system wishing to achieve rapid diffusion of a new technology seen as

cost-effective for treating a condition. In order to target scarce resources efficiently that system

could target interventions to physicians seeing a high volume of the relevant patient popula-

tion. Alternatively, the payer could target interventions to physicians with many peer
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connections observed in administrative claims data. To illustrate the value of targeting physi-

cian interventions based on social network vs. other physician characteristics, we present the

average multiplier (i.e., number of other physicians who would adopt a drug) by physician pre-

scribing volume, and a simple measure of network centrality: the number of direct peer con-

nections a physician has (through patient-sharing), also known as degree.[52]

We used SAS 9.4 (Cary, NC) for data management and variable construction, the network

analysis library Igraph in python[36] to construct the peer networks, STATA V14 to estimate

the instrumental variable models, and R x64 3.3.2 to compute the multiplier described above.

This study was approved by the University of Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board.

Results

Descriptive characteristics of physicians

We examined adoption of new drugs among 7,785 physicians prescribing anticoagulants,

8,257 prescribing antidiabetic medications, and 9,974 prescribing antihypertensives. Physi-

cians were, on average, 49–50 years old and roughly one-quarter were female (Table 1).

Most (61–72%) physicians prescribing these medications were in primary care specialties

(e.g., internal medicine). The medical sub-specialties of interest–cardiology, nephrology, and

endocrinology–made up 3–14% of physicians depending on the cohort. Most physicians were

affiliated with at least one medical group (69–75%) and hospital (90%). The proportion of

physicians adopting the new drugs varied; one-quarter (25.2%) of anticoagulant prescribers

adopted dabigatran, a similar fraction of antidiabetic prescribers adopted sitagliptin (24.5%),

but fewer antihypertensive prescribers adopted aliskiren (8.3%) (Table 1). Several characteris-

tics differed significantly in bivariate analyses between adopters and non-adopters including

the percent who were specialists and had high prescribing volumes (S3–S5 Tables).

In each cohort, the patient-sharing network had the greatest number of peers, ranging from

200–344 depending on the cohort, with a small share of providers (2–6%) having no peers in

the patient-sharing network (S7 Table). Physicians in each cohort shared at least one hospital

affiliation with an average of 166–204 peers. Physicians had fewer peers in the medical group

(9–12) and training networks (39–46).

Unadjusted association between peer adoption and own adoption

In unadjusted analyses, a physician’s likelihood of adopting a drug was strongly associated

with the likelihood that her peers had also adopted the drug. For example, a physician for

whom 2/3 of her peers had adopted dabigatran was twice as likely to adopt the drug compared

to a physician for whom one-third of her peers had adopted the same drug (Fig 2a).

Adjusted estimates of peer effects on adoption

In the fully-adjusted instrumental variables analysis, peer effects on adoption were largest in

the patient-sharing network for all three drugs (Fig 3). For example, among anticoagulant pre-

scribers, the coefficient for peer effects in the patient-sharing network was 0.590 (standard

error (SE) = 0.150, p<0.001). This implies that for every 10 percentage point increase in the

fraction of peers in the patient-sharing network adopting dabigatran, a physician’s own adop-

tion probability increased by 5.90%. The coefficients on peer adoption in the patient-sharing

network were of similar magnitude for the other two new medications. A 10 percentage point

increase in peer adoption corresponded to a 8.32% (SE = 1.51%, p<0.001) increase in sitaglip-

tin adoption, and a 7.84% increase in aliskiren adoption (SE = 2.93%, p<0.001) (S10 Table dis-

plays full model estimates).
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Table 1. Characteristics of prescriber cohorts for each class of new drug.

Anticoagulants Antidiabetics Antihypertensives

N 7,785 8,257 9,974

Mean age (years) ± SD 50.6 ± 10.5a 48.7 ± 10.0b 49.4 ± 10.1b

Years since medical school graduation

<10 827 (10.6) 1044 (12.6) 1244 (12.5)

10–19 2043 (26.2) 2362 (28.6) 2732 (27.4)

20–29 2576 (33.1) 2943 (35.6) 3581 (35.9)

30+ 2339 (30.0) 1908 (23.1) 2417 (24.2)

% female 24.8% 27.0% 24.8%

Primary Specialty

Cardiology 1042 (13.4) NAc 1106 (11.1)

Endocrinology NAc 274 (3.3) NAc

Nephrology NAc NAc 311 (3.1)

PCP 5579 (71.7) 5748 (69.6) 5959 (60.8)

Other Physicians 1164 (15.0) 2235 (27.1) 2598 (26.0)

Has�1 medical group affiliation (%) 5854 (75.2) 5862 (71.0) 6848 (68.7)

Has� 1 hospital affiliation (%) 7032 (90.3) 7446 (90.2) 8976 (90.0)

Prescribing volumed

Mean (SD) 143.0 (99.3) 253.6 (217.2) 105.7 (71.3)

Median 149.2 178.4 116.3

Payer mix

Cash 3.6% ± 5.6% 4.0% ± 7.4% 4.9% ± 8.1%

Commercial 50.0% ± 21.2% 57.9% ± 23.8% 60.4% ± 21.4%

Medicaid fee-for-service 5.5% ± 12.1% 8.5% ± 15.1% 6.7% ± 12.4%

Medicare 41.0% ± 19.7% 29.6% ± 19.9% 28.0% ± 17.3%

Patient age mix

0–64 37.3% ± 23.2% 54.9% ± 24.7% 55.0% ± 22.3%

65–74 22.5% ± 15.5% 22.3% ± 16.6% 20.2% ± 13.7%

75–84 26.2% ± 16.9% 16.7% ± 15.7% 16.8% ± 13.4%

85+ 14.1% ± 13.8% 5.9% ± 9.5% 8.0% ± 9.5%

Location

Rural 910 (11.7) 914 (11.1) 1020 (10.2)

Metropolitan 6875 (88.3) 7343 (88.9) 8954 (89.8)

Medical school location

US 6090 (78.2) 6489 (78.6) 7827 (78.5)

Foreign 1695 (21.8) 1768 (21.4) 2147 (21.5)

Medical school ranking

Top 20 769 (9.9) 880 (10.7) 1127 (11.3)

Non-Top 20 7016 (90.1) 7377 (89.3) 8847 (88.7)

Hospital referral region

Allentown 690 (8.9) 692 (8.4) 837 (8.4)

Altoona 153 (2.0) 151 (1.8) 170 (1.7)

Danville 309 (4.0) 285 (3.5) 340 (3.4)

Erie 339 (4.4) 339 (4.1) 384 (3.9)

Harrisburg 612 (7.9) 596 (7.2) 723 (7.3)

Johnstown 131 (1.7) 124 (1.5) 140 (1.4)

Lancaster 375 (4.8) 373 (4.5) 404 (4.1)

Philadelphia 2409 (30.9) 2808 (34.0) 3549 (35.6)

(Continued)
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After adjusting for other peer effects and covariates, own adoption was positively influenced

by peer adoption in the same hospital although the effect was not statistically significant for

any of the drugs at p<0.05 (Fig 3). The coefficient for hospital peer adoption was 0.319,

SE = 0.188, p = 0.09 for dabigatran; 0.376, SE = 0.211, p = 0.08 for sitagliptin; and 0.367,

SE = 0.261, p = 0.16 for aliskiren. Estimates of medical group and training network effects

were not reliable for any of the three drugs due to weak instruments.

Illustration of use of social networks to target interventions

Fig 4 shows the social multipliers using the adoption of dabigatran in the patient-sharing net-

work to illustrate the potential for using social network information to target interventions.

The figure presents the average multiplier by decile of peer connections (i.e., number of physi-

cians with whom a physician shares patients) and by decile of prescribing volume and shows

the value of targeting interventions using peer network information. Adoption by physicians

in the top decile of connections is projected to induce 28 times as many other physicians to

adopt compared with physicians in the bottom decile (4.81 vs. 0.16 physicians adopting). By

contrast, targeting physicians in the top volume decile is projected to induce only twice as

many adoptions as targeting physicians in the bottom decile (2.64 vs. 1.33 physicians adopt-

ing), and little more than half as many as targeting the top decile of connections (2.64 vs. 4.81).

Discussion

We find that physician adoption of new drugs is heavily influenced by the extent to which

their peers have adopted those new drugs. These effects were particularly large for peers with

whom physicians share patients. Our study points to a potential mechanism underlying the

tremendous variation in US medical care and to the importance of viewing physicians as part

of a larger social system.

We sought to measure and test the effects of a rich set of peer influences derived from the

institutional affiliations that physicians have with medical group practices, hospitals, and

health systems. We also examined the influence of peers in the informal networks physicians

form as they develop referral relationships, and interact with other physicians in the manage-

ment of shared patients. Notably, peers in these informal patient-sharing networks had the

Table 1. (Continued)

Anticoagulants Antidiabetics Antihypertensives

Pittsburgh 1657 (21.3) 1785 (21.6) 2179 (21.9)

Reading 337 (4.3) 337 (4.1) 383 (3.8)

Sayre 72 (0.9) 78 (0.9) 87 (0.9)

Scranton 193 (2.5) 192 (2.3) 228 (2.3)

Wilkes-Barre 166 (2.1) 158 (1.9) 190 (1.9)

York 233 (3.0) 235 (2.9) 253 (2.5)

Non-PA HRR 109 (1.4) 104 (1.3) 107 (1.1)

Percent adopting new drug in first 15 months 25.2% 24.5% 8.3%

Data sources: QuintilesIMS, HCOS; XPonent; AMA Masterfile
a age of physician in 2010,
b age of physician in 2007
c not a sub-specialty of interest for this particular class of drugs so included in “other physicians”
d Prescribing volume is at the class-level and is measured as total prescriptions dispensed during the period when adoption was measured that were written by each

physician.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0204826.t001
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largest effects on adoption of all three drugs after adjusting for the influence of peers in the

same medical group and hospital setting. The patient-sharing network may exert the most

influence on physician adoption because it captures more active connections over which phy-

sicians exercise the most control. A physician likely has more discretion, for example, over

Fig 2. a-c: Unadjusted relationship between physicians’ own adoption rate and that of their peers in the patient-

sharing network. The graphs show the average physicians’ own adoption rate for a given fraction of peers in the

patient-sharing network adopting the drug. The size of the bubble corresponds to the number of physicians with a

particular peer adoption rate. The graphs show a positive association between the fraction of peers adopting the new

drug and the physicians’ own likelihood of adopting. For example, with dabigatran, physicians in networks in which

the fraction of peers adopting is 0.65 have a 0.38 probability of adopting compared to physicians whose peers’ adoption

rate is 0.35 who have only a 0.19 probability of adopting.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0204826.g002
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whom he refers his patients to than he does over the physicians with admitting privileges

to the same hospital. This element of choice in the patient-sharing network raises the possibil-

ity that our estimates may be influenced in part by homophily[53, 54] although our use of

instrumental variables reduces this as a concern. A key advantage of using patient-sharing

information to measure peer networks is the routine availability of claims data to payers, the

stakeholders best-positioned to invest in large-scale interventions to improve the quality of

care.

The magnitude of the patient-sharing peer effects on physician adoption was broadly con-

sistent across three drugs introduced over a 4-year time period that were prescribed to differ-

ent patient populations, and by physicians with primary care and medical sub-specialty

training. We studied the introduction of three newly-approved drugs that were first-in-class,

each with a novel mechanism of action. All three medications have a place in the treatment

armamentarium alongside older, existing therapies but varied with respect to whether they are

considered first- or second-line treatments. That the magnitude of peer influence on adoption

was comparable for all three of these drugs adds to the generalizability of our findings.

Meltzer and colleagues describe an approach to using social network analysis to form qual-

ity improvement teams to maximize the reach of interventions.[11] Similarly, our social multi-

plier exercise illustrates that targeting interventions to physicians who are well-connected in

patient-sharing networks may be a more efficient way of improving the diffusion of evidence-

based therapies. For example, health systems routinely adopt intensive educational interven-

tions such as academic detailing—face-to-face educational programs borrowing principles

Fig 3. Estimated peer effects on drug adoption with 95% confidence intervals. Estimates show the effect of a 1%

absolute change in the adoption rate of a physician’s peers on the likelihood of a physician’s decision to adopt the new

drug. For example, a 1% increase in patient-sharing network peer adoption of dabigatran corresponded to a 0.59%

increase in the probability of own adoption. Estimates are from a two-stage least squares regression model including

physician-level characteristics: sex, medical school graduation year, US vs. non-US medical school, Top 20 U.S.

medical school vs. not, geographic indicators (hospital referral region and metropolitan vs. non-metropolitan,

prescription share paid for by Medicare, Medicaid fee-for-service, and cash, and age of patients filling prescriptions

(see S10 Table for full model estimates). The means of peer characteristics serve as instruments for peer adoption rates.

Included in the second stage were: physician specialty (primary care physician, relevant sub-specialty; e.g., cardiologist,

endocrinologist, nephrologist vs. other), proportion of peers in each network who are in each specialty group, an

indicator for whether the physician was a high-volume prescriber (> = median), the proportion of peers in each

network who were high-volume prescribers, and an indicator for physicians who do not have peers in a particular type

of network in the cohort. Peer effects estimates in the medical group and training networks are not reliable due to poor

predictive power of the instruments.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0204826.g003
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from pharmaceutical promotional efforts. These educational interventions may reduce over-

prescribing of ineffective medications, or increase use of highly effective agents.[7] Because

academic detailing visits are meant to be in-depth and frequent[55] they are difficult to deliver

on a large scale. However, systematic reviews suggest that academic detailing is seldom tar-

geted.[56] Our study relates to an extensive literature on speeding diffusion of innovations in

healthcare and other sectors by targeting ‘key opinion leaders’ who by virtue of their technical

competence, credibility, and/or social acceptability are seen as influential with their peers.[57–

60] What our study adds to this body of work is information on the potential for using patient-

sharing based measures of network centrality to target influential physicians at a larger scale

than a single health care setting or community.[61] We focus on the most basic centrality

measure, e.g., degree centrality, because it is simple to construct facilitating its widespread use

and does not require complete observation of the network. Other centrality measures such as

eigenvector centrality, Bonacich centrality, PageRank centrality, density centrality have been

used to characterize other technological diffusion processes[51, 62–64] and may be useful in

this context.

Our study improves on prior work by including a larger physician sample, examining the

diffusion of multiple new drugs, drawing on several information sources to form 4 types of

physician networks, and using an instrumental variables approach to overcome some chal-

lenges in estimating network effects. Nevertheless, we note some limitations. First, although

Pennsylvania resembles national averages on most measures of healthcare utilization,[25] our

Fig 4. Physicians’ average social multiplier by prescribing volume and number of connections in the patient-

sharing network. The social multiplier captures the number of other physicians who might adopt dabigatran following

adoption by an individual physician in their peer network. Thus, the figure shows the simulated number of physicians

who would adopt dabigatran per physician in each decile of prescribing volume (dark blue bars) and number of

connections in the patient-sharing network (striped bars) adopting dabigatran. Physicians in the top decile of patient-

sharing who had the most connections with other physicians who adopted dabigatran appear to have a nearly 2-fold

stronger influence on adoption by other physicians compared to physicians in the top decile of prescribing volume

(4.81 vs. 2.64).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0204826.g004
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findings are limited to a single state and estimates of peer effects on physician adoption may

not generalize to other geographic areas with different physician network structures[38] or

adoption patterns. Second, while our study of adoption of three new prescription drugs

improves on prior studies of uptake of a single technology, our estimates of peer effects may

not generalize to all medical technologies. Third, while we adjusted for several physician char-

acteristics associated with adoption we lack information on important sources of influence on

physician behavior, namely patient clinical characteristics, pharmaceutical company promo-

tion, and payer formularies. Only having access to information on the age and source of

payment for a physician’s patients who filled their prescriptions we are unable to adjust for dif-

ferences in adoption due to patient health state. We note that all three of the new drugs were

first-in-class and likely to be heavily promoted by manufacturers; however, our study predates

availability of physician-level data on exposure to industry promotion. We were not able to

adjust for differences in formulary coverage of the new drugs for a physician’s patient panel.

Fourth, as with any study that uses instrumental variables, our estimates capture the effects of

peer adoption rates that were driven by the peer mean characteristics we use as instruments,

not by other sources of variation, which potentially limits their generalizability.

Using multiple data sources to measure the rich set of peer relationships formed by physi-

cians we find that peers can exert significant influence over physician technology adoption

decisions. Our study shows the potential for using information on physician social networks

routinely available to health systems to improve the targeting of interventions to speed the dif-

fusion of evidence-based health care technologies.
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